Happy Presidents Weekend!

Lincoln Hat Template

Cut along dotted lines to create triangular flaps. Fold flaps up, and use them to attach brim to the cylinder portion of the hat. Be careful not to cut solid lines!

Cut out the hat brim! Cut along the dotted line.

Lincoln Hat Brim

Cut out templates, then trace the outlines on black paper. The, cut the same shapes out of the black paper, and assemble your Lincoln hat!

Lincoln Hat Topper
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Lincoln Hat Template

**Step One:**
Cut out the Lincoln Hat templates. You should have three pieces, a brim, a cylinder, and a topper.

**Step Two:**
Using a pencil, trace the outline of your templates onto a black sheet of paper.

**Step Three:**
Cut your brim, cylinder and topper out of black paper.

**Step Four:**
Take your “cylinder” piece, and roll it into a tube. Attach with tape.

**Step Five:**
Fold up the tabs of your “brim” piece. Use tape to attach the tabs to the inside of your cylinder, at the bottom.

**Step Six:**
Fold down the tabs of your “Topper” piece. Use tape to attach the tabs to the inside of your cylinder, at the top.

Lincoln Hat: Cylinder